We propose EC3, a novel algorithm that merges classification and clustering together in order to support both binary and multi-class classification. EC3 is based on a principled combination of multiple classification and multiple clustering methods using a convex optimization function. We additionally propose iEC3, a variant of EC3 that handles imbalanced training data. We perform an extensive experimental analysis comparing EC3 and iEC3 with 12 baseline methods on 13 standard benchmark datasets. We show that our methods outperform other baselines for every single dataset, achieving at most 10% higher AUC. Moreover our methods are faster, more resilient to noise and class imbalance than the best baseline method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ensembles have already proven successful in both unsupervised [10] , [15] and supervised [7] learning. In supervised classification, objects are generally classified one at a time with the assumption that they are drawn from an independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.); thus the inter-dependencies between objects are not considered [19] . On the other hand, unsupervised clustering methods complement it by considering object-relationships, thus providing supplementary constraints in classifying objects. These supplementary constraints can be useful in improving the generalization capability of the resulting classifier, especially when labeled data is rare [3] . Moreover, they can be useful for designing learning methods where there is a significant difference in training and testing data distributions [3] . Recent efforts have shown that combining classification and clustering methods can yield better classification [11] , [4] .
However, the crucial question is how to combine both classification and clustering? Acharya et al. [3] suggested a post-processing technique by leveraging clustering results that refines the aggregated output obtained from the classifiers. Later, Gao et al. [11] suggested an object-group bipartite graph based model to combine two types of results. Ao et al. [4] proposed a complex unconstrained probabilistic embedding method to solve this problem.
Our Proposed Ensemble Classifier: In this paper, we propose EC3, an Ensemble Classifier that combines both Classification and Clustering to see if combining supervised and unsupervised models achieves better prediction results (Section II). EC3 is built on two fundamental hypotheses -(i) if two objects are clustered together by multiple clustering methods, they are highly likely to be in the same class, (ii) the final prediction should not deviate much from the majority voting of the classifiers. We ensure that each group (or, class) consists of homogeneous objects (i.e., objects within a group are likely to have same set of features). This in turn ensures that the group characteristics are same as the characteristics of constituent objects inside the group. We map this task into an optimization problem, and prove that the proposed objective function is convex. We use block coordinate descent for optimization. Furthermore, we design iEC3, a variant of EC3 to handle the class imbalance problem.
Summary of our Contributions: We test our method with 12 baselines, including 6 standalone classifiers, 4 homogeneous ensemble classifiers (that combine multiple classifiers) [13] , [7] , [14] , [4] , and 2 sophisticated heterogeneous ensemble classifiers (that combine both classifiers and clustering methods) [11] , [4] on 13 datasets (Section III). Our method turns out to be superior to other baselines w.r.t following four aspects: (i) Consistency: EC3 and iEC3 outperform other baselines for every single dataset (iEC3 is superior to EC3). On average, iEC3 achieves at least 3% and at most 10% higher accuracy (in terms of Area under the ROC curve) than UPE (the best baseline method) [4] (Section IV-B). (ii) Handling class imbalance: iEC3 efficiently handles datasets where the class size is not uniformly distributed -with 30% random class imbalance in the largest dataset (Susy), iEC3 (UPE) retains 89% (71%) of its accuracy that it achieves with completely balanced data (Section IV-C). (iii) Robustness: iEC3 is remarkably resilient to random noise -iEC3 (UPE) retains at least 88% (58%) of its original performance (noiseless scenario) with 10 random solutions (noise) injected to the base set for Susy (Section IV-D). (iv) Scalability: iEC3 is faster than any heterogeneous ensemble model -on average iEC3 is 1.21 times faster than UPE (Section IV-E).
II. METHODOLOGY

Suppose we are given
We also know that they belong to l different classes L = {1, 2, · · · , l}. We are provided the outputs of C 1 base classifiers along with C 2 base clustering methods. For the sake of simplicity, suppose: (i) each object is assigned to only one class by a classifier and to only one cluster by a clustering method (i.e., disjoint clustering), and (ii) each base clustering method produces l clusters. Following [11] , [4] , we call both "classes" and "clusters" discovered by base methods as " base groups". Therefore, from the base classifiers and base clustering methods we obtain G 1 = C 1 × l and G 2 = C 2 × l groups respectively, totaling G = G 1 + G 2 base groups.
From the output of the base methods, we can construct the following matrices: Definition II.4 (Group-class Matrix). We define group-class matrix as F g | G×l where each entry F g ij = P (L(g i ) = j|g i ) indicates the prob. of a group g i being labeled as class j.
indicates the fraction of times object O i is labeled as class j by the base classifiers (resp. fraction of objects in group g i labeled as class j by the base classifiers). However, measuring Y g ij may not be straightforward because each of the C 1 base classifiers may produce a different class for each object. Therefore, we consider C 1 different instances of each object to calculate Y g ij . Note that both A m and A c are not normalized 1 . Therefore we can learn a bi-stochastic matrix each for A m and A c . Wang et al. [16] proposed different ways of generating a bistochastic matrix from an adjacency matrix using Bregman divergence. They showed that Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is superior than Euclidean distance for bi-stochastic matrix generation. Here we also use KL divergence to generate the bi-stochastic matrices [16] as follows.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that A| N ×N ∈ {A m , A c }. We intend to generate a bi-stochastic matrix K that optimally approximates A in the KL divergence sense by solving the following optimization problem.
subject to K ≥ 0, K · 1 = 1, K = K (1) Here 1 is an all-ones matrix, and K is the transpose of K. This convex problem can be solved by projecting A onto the constraints as mentioned in [9] (see the pseudo-code in Supplementary [1] ). Following this, we obtain two bistochastic matrices K m and K c corresponding to A m and A c respectively.
A. Objective Function
Our final objective function consists of four components generated by the following hypotheses: (i) Similarity between a group and its constituent members: If an object is a part of a group, the class distribution of both the object and the group should be similar. We capture this by the following expression:
where F o i. and F g j. are the class distribution vectors of i th object and j th group respectively, and ||.|| is the 2-norm.
(ii) Similarity between two objects inside a group: The more two objects are assigned to the same groups, the higher the probability that they are in the same class ("co-occurrence principle"). We capture this via the following equation:
(iii) Similarity between the object and its average class distribution: The final class distribution of an object should be closer to its average class distribution obtained from the base classifiers. We call this the "consensus principle". This can be captured by the following equation:
where Y o ij denotes that fraction of times object O i is assigned to class j by the base classifiers.
(iv) Similarity between the group and the its average class distribution: The final class distribution of a group should be closer to the average class distribution of its constituent objects. This is captured by the following equation:
where Y g ij denotes that fraction of objects in group g i labeled as j by the base classifiers.
We combine these four hypotheses together to formulate the following objective function parameterized by α, β, γ and δ:
Here |.| and ||.|| are 1-and 2-norm of a vector respectively. Note that α is not allowed to be zero. Later in Section IV-A, we will see that second and third components following cooccurrence and consensus principles respectively are the most important components in the objective function, and therefore higher value of β and γ leads to better accuracy. α 2 is used instead of α to simplify the proof of Theorem II.2 (similarly for β).
Further, each individual component can be written using the matrix form as follows:
We use these matrix forms to prove Theorem II.2.
Theorem II.2. The optimization problem P mentioned in (6) is a convex quadratic problem. 
B. Proposed Algorithm: EC3
We solve the convex quadratic optimization problem mentioned in (6) using standard block coordinate descent method [17] , [11] . In the tth iteration, if we fix F o(t) , the objective function boils down to the summation of the quadratic components w.r.t F g(t) , and it is strictly convex. Therefore, assigning 
Similarly, if we fix F g(t) the objective function becomes strictly convex, and F o(t) i.
The pseudo-code of the proposed EC3 (Ensemble Classifier by combining both Classification and Clustering) algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. In the pseudo-code, we provide the matrix form of the updates mentioned in Equations 8 and 9. Intuitively, in Step 5 of Algorithm 1, the class distribution F g of each group combines the average class distribution Y g and the information obtained from the nodes' neighbors. Then the updated class distribution is propagated to those neighbors by updating F o in Step 6.
Handling Class Imbalance Problem: A deeper investigation of Equations 8 and 9 may reveal that EC3 is unable to discover imbalanced classes. A solution to overcome this problem is to perform a column-wise normalization of the objectivegroup membership matrix A m as follows:
and create the bi-stochastic matrix K m to approximate B m [11] . In the rest of the paper, we call this version of the algorithm iEC3 (abbreviation of 'EC3 that handles classimbalance'). We also show that iEC3 performs as well as EC3 in most cases or even better than EC3 in some cases.
Algorithm 1: EC3 Algorithm (here 1 is an all-ones matrix, I is an identify matrix, ||.|| F is the Frobenius norm,
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Datasets: We perform our experiments on a collection of 13 datasets, most of which are taken from the standard UCI machine learning repository [12] . A summary of these datasets is shown in Table I . In each iteration, we randomly divide each dataset into three segments -60% for training, 20% for parameter selection (validation), and 20% for testing. We report the accuracy by averaging the results over 20 such iterations.
Base Classifiers: In this study, we use Six (standalone) base classifiers: (i) Decision Tree, (ii) Naive Bayes, (iii) Knearest neighbor, (iv) logistic regression, (v) SVM, and (vi) stochastic gradient descent classifier [6] . We utilize standard TABLE II: Comparative analysis among the competing methods: (a) Rank (averaged over the ranks based on AUC and F-Score) of all the competing methods across different datasets. Top method (blue) and best baseline method (red) are marked. (b) We also show the raw accuracy of iEC3 (the best method) and the best baseline method (which varies across datasets). For few datasets UPE is not the best baseline; we explicitly report its performance below the table. (c) Runtime (in seconds) of the ensemble methods that consider both classification and clustering (we do not consider the time to run the base methods). ( Baseline Classifiers: We compare our methods with 6 standalone classifiers mentioned earlier. We additionally compare them with 5 state-of-the-art ensemble classifiers: (i) Linear Stacking (STA): stacking with multi-response linear regression [13] , (ii) Bagging (BAG): bootstrap aggregation method [7] , (iii) AdaBoost (BOO): Adaptive Boosting [14] , and (iv) Random Forest (RF): random forest with Gini coefficient [8] . Moreover, we compare our methods with both BGCM [11] and UPE [4] , two recently proposed consensus maximization approaches that combine both classifiers and clustering methods. Thus, in all, we compare our method with 12 classifiers including sophisticated ensembles.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Parameter Selection
Here, we conduct an exhaustive experiment to understand the appropriate values of the parameters used in our methods as follows. For each dataset, we vary the value of each parameter between 0 and 1 with an increment of 0.05. We then choose only those values of the parameters for which the accuracy of our methods in terms of AUC falls in the top 10 percentile of the entire accuracy range. Figure 1 shows the fraction of selected values for parameters of iEC3 falling in certain ranges for all the datasets. We observe that β and γ always get higher values, followed by α and δ. However, the other two parameters α and δ are also important. Therefore, we suggest the following ranges for the parameters: 0.10 ≤ α ≤ 0.40, 0.30 ≤ β, γ ≤ 0.60, and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 0.20. In the rest of the paper, we report the results with the following parameter setting for both EC3 and iEC3: α = 0.25, β = 0.35, γ = 0.35 and δ = 0.05 (See Supplementary [1] for the best parameter setting of iEC3 for individual datasets).
Another parameter, controls the convergence of EC3the higher the value of , the faster the convergence of EC3; however we may sacrifice the performance. Figure 2 shows that on average, considering = 0.025, iEC3 can obtain 90% of the maximum accuracy (with = 0.005) and 82% of the maximum runtime (with = 0.005); whereas with = 0.020 (resp. = 0.030) the average accuracy would be 93% (resp. 0.84%), and the average runtime would be 89% (resp. 74%) of the maximum accuracy and runtime respectively. Therefore, rest of the results are reported with = 0.025.
B. Comparison with Baseline Classifiers
We evaluate the performance of the competing methods using two metrics -AUC and F-Score. The values of both the metrics range between 0 and 1; the higher the value, the higher the accuracy. For better representation, we rank the methods based on each of these metrics separately, and compute an average rank for each method. Therefore, the average rank of 1 for a method indicates that the method is best. Table II shows the accuracy of all the methods for different datasets. We observe that EC3 and iEC3 always outperform others for all the datasets. In most cases, UPE turns out to be the best baseline, followed by BGCM. However, irrespective of the datasets, iEC3 acheives average AUC of 0.82 (resp. average F-Score of 0.76), which is 4.2% (resp. 4.7%) higher than UPE. iEC3 gains maximum improvement over UPE for the Creditcard dataset (10% in terms of AUC), which is significant according to the t-test with 95% confidence interval. Moreover, as the network size increases. the improvement of both EC3 and iEC3 compared to the best baseline also increases. However, both UPE and BGCM seem to be very competitive with an average AUC of 0.78 and 0.77 respectively. Further, we observe in Table II that there is no single baseline method which is the best across all datasets -UPE, BGCM and BOO stand as best baselines depending upon the datasets. However, iEC3 is a single algorithm that achieves the best performance across all the datasets. One may therefore choose iEC3 as opposed to investing time settling on which classifier to choose in light of the fact that iEC3 is on a par with any existing classifier irrespective of the datasets used.
C. Handling Class Imbalance
As mentioned earlier, iEC3 is specially designed to handle imbalanced datasets, which other ensemble methods and EC3 might not handle well. Among binary and multi-class datasets, Creditcard and Statlog are the most imbalanced ones respectively (see the proportion of majority class MAJ in Table  I ), and we have already observed in Table II that for both these datasets iEC3 outpeforms other methods. However it is not clear how well iEC3 can handle even more imbalanced data. Hence we artificially generate imbalanced data from a given dataset as follows. For each dataset, we randomly select one class, and from that class we randomly remove x% of its constituent objects. The entire process is repeated 10 times for each value of x, and the average accuracy is reported. We vary x from 0% − 30% (with the increment of 5%). We conduct this experiment on the largest binary dataset -Susy, and the largest multi-class dataset -Sensor because we want to make sure that the change in performance should not be due to the lack of enough training samples (which might happen if we consider a small dataset), but solely due to the class imbalance. Figure 3 (a) shows the average overall AUC (and standard deviation) of the best baseline method (UPE) and our methods (EC3 and iEC3) for each value of x, i.e., a certain extent of class imbalance. We observe that for both the datasets, UPE is highly sensitive to class imbalance -the rate of decrease in AUC is significantly higher (t-test with 95% confidence Fig. 3 : Effect of class imbalance on the performance of best baseline method (UPE) and our methods (EC3 and iEC3) for Susy and Sensor. We randomly remove x% of objects from a randomly selected class and measure (a) the average overall AUC (and SD), and (b) average F-Score (and SD) corresponding to the manipulated class. interval) than both of our methods. However, iEC3 is even more effective than EC3 -after 30% injection of random class imbalance, it is able to retain 87% and 89% of its original AUC for Susy and Sensor respectively. Further investigation on how accurately the competing methods are able to predict the objects of only the manipulated class reveals the same pattern (see Figure 3 (b)) -iEC3 outperforms others in capturing the rare class, followed by EC3 and UPE. With 30% random class imbalance, iEC3 , EC3 and UPE are able to retain 82%, 73% and 67% of its original F-Score for Susy, and 88%, 82% and 77% of its original F-Score for Sensor respectively. From these results, we may conclude that irrespective of the proportion of classes in a dataset, iEC3 is always effective.
D. Robustness Analysis
One might wonder how robust our method is when random noise is injected into the base set. This might be important in an adversarial setting when attackers constantly try to manipulate the underlying framework to poison base solutions.
To check the robustness of our methods, we add multiple randomly generated prediction/clustering into the base set and observe the resilience of our methods to noise. Two types of random models are developed -(i) each random classifier takes an object and randomly assigns a class (from the set of available classes for each dataset) to it, (ii) each random clustering method selects a number c between [1, N] uniformly at random (where N and c are the number of objects and clusters respectively) and assigns each object into a cluster randomly with the guarantee that in the end no cluster will remain empty. Figure 4 shows the change in accuracy with increase of random base models. We observe that -(i) iEC3 retains at least 88% of its original performance (noiseless scenario) with 10 random models incorporated into it, whereas UPE keeps only 58% of its original accuracy; (ii) the effect of random classifiers is more detrimental than that of random clustering methods (for each dataset, the lowest value of its corresponding line over Y-axis is lower in Figure  4 (a) compared to that in Figure 4(b) ); (iii) small datasets are quickly affected by the noise than large datasets. The first observation indicates that iEC3 is more robust to noise than UPE. The second observation might be explained by the fact that the outputs of the base classifiers are essentially used to determine the final class, whereas base clustering methods only provide an additional constraints. Therefore, noise at classification level harms the final performance more than that at clustering level. The third observation leads to two conclusions -first, iEC3 is more robust to large datasets than small datasets; second, to significantly reduce the prediction accuracy of iEC3 for large datasets, one may really need to infect a lot of noise into the base set.
E. Runtime Analysis
In Section II-B, we have mentioned that if we are given the base results a priori, the runtime of our method is linear in the number of objects and the number of base methods, and quadratic in the number of classes. Here we empirically verify our claims on two largest multi-class datasets -Letter and Sensor, through the following three experiments. (i) we randomly select 10% of total objects per dataset, incrementally add 10% objects in each step and observe that the runtime of iEC3 increases linearly ( Figure 5(a) ). (ii) Given the entire dataset, we first add the results of one base classifier and one base clustering method, and then incrementally add remaining 10 base methods (6 classifiers, followed by 4 clustering methods mentioned in Section III), one per each step and observe that the runtime of iEC3 increases linearly ( Figure  5(b) ). (iii) For each dataset, we randomly select 2 classes and the corresponding objects in those classes, and incrementally add other classes one at a time in each step. Since the classsize is unequal, we repeat this experiment 10 times in each step, and report the average runtime. Figure 5(c) shows that the runtime is quadratic with the number of classes. Moreover, Table II(c) reports that the runtime of iEC3 is lowest compared to UPE and BGCM for all the datasets -on average iEC3 is 1.21 (resp. 1.13) times faster than UPE (resp. BGCM).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented EC3 and iEC3 that take advantage of the complementary constraints provided by multiple classifiers and clustering methods to generate more consolidate results. iEC3 outperfomed 12 other baselines on each of 13 different datasets, achieving at most 10% higher accuracy than the best baseline. Moreover, it is more efficient than other baselines in terms of handling class imbalance, resilience to random noise and scalability.
